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State Governors Take Position on Health Care
Reform
Editorial Staff

The National Governors' Association (NGA) drafted and signed a health care reform/cost-containment
policy position February 1, during its Washington, D.C. meeting. The NGA's plan is quite similar to the
approach that President Clinton endorsed during the campaign.

The policy endorses NGA's version of managed competition, which would set up large purchasing
cooperatives made up of individuals and employers who would negotiate for health care coverage from
large provider networks or super-HMOs.

Ominously, the NGA's plan calls for the development of a core benefits package "comparable with
those now provided by the most efficient and cost-effective" HMOs, which, of course, do not currently
provide chiropractic coverage. The policy states that "there may be some state or regional variations
in the basic benefit package," but these would have to be approved by a national health care board
created by the NGA. Unfortunately, the plan does not indicate whether these national health care
board members would be elected or appointed, or on what basis members would be chosen.

Another provision under the NGA's plan puts limits on tax deductions for health insurance, meaning
that any benefit not included in the core benefits package, such as chiropractic care, would be subject
to full taxation.

Also, the NGA supports federal minimum standards which would include "limitations on the variation
in rates that different individuals and groups charge." This is to regulate health insurance applying to
both "nontraditional insurance mechanisms" like ERISA and Multiple Employee Welfare Arrangements
(MEWA) plans, as well as the newly formed health insurance purchasing cooperatives.

On the positive side, the plan recommends federally organized outcomes research to support the
development of national practice guidelines. One component of this research would be devoted to
primary and preventative care. The plan also recommends expanded federal support of primary and
preventative care such as health screenings, childhood immunizations, and prenatal care.
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